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Stars & Lasers!! 

Two free scenarios 

No.5 

You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there is  
also a section where you will find all the FAQ’s  
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any 
feed back. 

These two scenarios were kindly written by Vic Dobson for the Stars & Lasers rules system. 
 
And as always with a little adjustment these scenarios should be usable in other games systems 
as well. 
 
I hope you have fun using Stars & Lasers and these scenarios. 

 

Mac 
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A VERY UNSUITABLE DUTY … 

Navies rarely have enough warships to satisfy their needs, so to fill gaps in their requirements 
they sometimes convert old, large merchant ships into “Auxiliary Merchant Cruisers” (AMC) by 
fitting them with surplus weapons. But these AMC are slow, cumbersome and poorly defended, 
making them very vulnerable to any warship they might encounter… even another AMC… 
 
Whilst patrolling the trade lanes looking for enemy freighters, an AMC has detected faint  
emissions coming from an abandoned mining base on a large asteroid and moves to investigate.  
 
Upon arrival at the asteroid they discover an enemy AMC also investigating the emissions. 
With each side fearing that the other side has reinforcements arriving soon, both sides turn to 
fight … 
 
Starting Fleets 
Side A: 1 Auxiliary Merchant Cruiser (see datasheet) 
Side B: 1 Auxiliary Merchant Cruiser (see datasheet) 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
Set-up the table with a large asteroid in the middle. 
Place Side A's AMC anywhere within 6” of the asteroid facing any direction at speed 2”. 
Place Side B's AMC within 6” of either end of the table at maximum speed facing towards the  
asteroid. 
 
Special Scenario Rules 
Auxiliary Merchant Cruisers: these are Heavy Freighters. 
They are restricted to a Maximum speed of just 6” per turn and may make only 2 turns in any 
direction per turn.  
All the lasers on the AMC suffer a penalty of -2 to-hit when firing.  
See the AMC Datasheet for armaments, shields, missiles etc. 
 
Reinforcements Side A: Another AMC, arrives end of Turn 7 arriving on a randomly selected table 
edge, and at full speed.  
Reinforcements Side B: 1 Heavy Cruiser, arrives end of Turn 9 also arriving on a randomly   
selected table edge, and also at full speed. 
 
Scoring 
See below. 
 
Game End 
The game ends when one sides AMC destroys the other and then escapes off the table, or when 
ALL ships belonging to one side have been destroyed. 
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Notes by the author 
This scenario is based on the fight between the Armed Merchant Cruisers the British RMS 
Carmania and the German SMS Cap Trafalgar during WW1.  
 
The Carmania caught the Cap Trafalgar coaling at an uninhabited island but wasn't able to 
prevent the Cap Trafalgar getting out to sea.  
 
Both ships turned to fight, and in the resultant battle the Cap Trafalgar was sunk.  
 
The battle served to demonstrate both the bravery of the crews involved and that such 
slow, cumbersome, high sided & thin skinned ships armed with antiquated guns were  
effectively death traps … 
 
 
These datasheets are for the Auxiliary Merchant Cruisers, just print them out and  
either laminate or put them inside a card sleeves so that you can use dry wipe  
markers to keep track of damage etc.  

For non Stars & Lasers games systems you will need to select your ships using the method in 
your chosen rules, but as a guide the ships in this scenario are both normal Heavy Freighters / 
Cargo ships but with banks of lasers and missile hardpoints added, although all these extra 
weapons systems has reduced the freighters speed and PDS. 

The Heavy Cruiser is just a standard military Heavy Cruiser. 
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The Wolf in the Fold … 
 
Most navies, some of whom will be short on warships, are keen on the benefits of commerce 
raiding and construct purpose built ships with which to raid their enemies merchant shipping.  
 
These purpose built commerce raiders are deliberately built to resemble normal freighters, but 
concealed under their innocent looking hulls they bristle with banks of lasers and missile launch 
hard points, whilst their roomy hulls can hold numerous missile reloads and other such deadly 
cargo… like mines. 
 
Roaming the trade lanes at will and taking their unsuspecting victims by surprise, these disguised 
raiders can swiftly decimate enemy trade, cutting off vital supplies to many worlds. 
 
A single heavy cruiser is patrolling the trade lanes looking for an enemy commerce raider  
rumoured to be in the area when it encounters a convoy of 5 large freighters.  
 
As the heavy cruiser closes on the convoy every crew member aboard is aware that any one of 
those innocent looking freighters might be the Wolf in the Fold … 

Starting Fleets 
Side A: 1 Heavy Cruiser, with a Rail Gun in the turret. 
 
Side B: A convoy of 5 Heavy Freighters (1 of which is the Commerce Raider (see below)). 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
Side B's Convoy sets up in the middle of the table (with all five ships within 6” of at least 
two other ships in the convoy) speed 4”, heading towards any one end of the table. Set up first. 
 
Side A's Heavy Cruiser starts within 6” of either end of the table, speed 8”, heading towards the 
convoy. Set up second. 
 
Special Scenario Rules 
The Commerce Raider: Is a Heavy Freighter, but armed with 1 Rail Gun in a turret,  (see 
datasheet for the rest of its weapons and shields etc.) 
 
The 5 heavy freighters are not required to stay in their initial convoy, Side B's player can move 
them at will. 
 
The commerce raider is currently operating concealed under its disguise, so before the game 
starts Side B's player must secretly record which of his five heavy freighters is the commerce 
raider.  
 
Once the game starts do NOT use the data sheet for the commerce raider - instead use a 
normal heavy freighter data sheet - until it is either correctly identified or it opts to drop its 
disguise by running up its flags and opening fire… then replace the heavy freighter data sheet 
with the correct commerce raider sheet. 
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Identifying the commerce raider: To identify the commerce raider the heavy cruiser must 
conduct a scan on it.  
 
To scan a freighter treat it as firing a Laser – roll 1D20 and if the roll equal/exceeds the range to 
the freighter being scanned Side B's player MUST reveal if the freighter is simply an innocent 
freighter, or is a disguised raider… only 1 such scan can be made per turn. 
 
As soon as the Raider is correctly identified (either by being scanned or by dropping its 
disguise in order to open fire) ALL the remaining heavy freighters immediately change sides 
and become ships played by Side A's player … 
 
The heavy cruiser may opt to fire at ANY of the heavy freighters that it suspects are the raider 
at any time, but should the Heavy Cruiser fire upon an innocent heavy freighter by mistake 
then Side A loses the game automatically (can you say “court martial”?) 
 
Game End 
The game ends either when the commerce raider has been destroyed, or when the commerce 
raider has destroyed the heavy cruiser.  
 
Destroying the four heavy freighters (the commerce raiders original plan) will just rub salt in the 
wound … 
 
 
 
 
Notes by the author 
This scenario is based on the fight between the German commerce raider KMS Kormoran and 
HMAS Sydney of the Royal Australian Navy.  
 
The Sydney encountered the Kormoran off the west coast of Australia, where it had been plying 
its trade of hunting Allied merchant shipping. 
 
Initially the Kormoran tried to escape the Sydney, but when her engines overheated she was 
forced to slow down and was quickly caught.  
 
The Kormoran then resorted to playing her 'I'm an innocent merchant' bluff … and when the 
Sydney, taken in by the Kormorans show of bumbling innocence, moved alongside at almost 
point blank range, the Kormoran dropped her disguise and opened fire. 
 
Taken by surprise HMAS Sydney was fatally wounded in this initial attack and would end up adrift 
burning before finally sinking hours later with the loss of all hands, but she managed to fight 
back hard enough to fatally wound the Kormoran, which blew up and sank when a massive  
engine room fire spread to her magazines, although many of her crew survived to become  
prisoners of war. 
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This datasheet is for the Commerce Raider, just print it out and either laminate or put it inside a 
card sleeve so that you can use dry wipe markers to keep track of damage etc.  

For non Stars & Lasers games systems you will need to select your ships using the method in 
your chosen rules, but as a guide the ships in this scenario are Heavy Freighters and a Heavy 
Cruiser, the normal Freighters are just any large freighter or cargo ship with no weapons and 
they have 1 shield and 2 PDS. 

The Commerce Raider is a Heavy Freighter that has been upgraded by the military, so has had 
banks of lasers added and some missile hardpoints and a railgun in a turret, and a slight upgrade 
of hull strength ( all the power needed for the weapons has resulted in a slight reduction in it ’s 
PDS ) 


